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Lemon’s Lines – an intermittent production of divergent and often totally haphazard, 

incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong Football Club, 

with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled by Peter Lemon   2020 Edition 5    26/05/20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Before an opening bounce, Como 1968. The back of Coach Peter Scott and the side of Captain Bill Tunbridge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               Approx. 50 years later: 2018 

================================================================================================== 

In this Edition 

The Road Towards the Almost Current Situation. As it unfolded.   

(i) As at mid-Friday 15 May 

(ii) As at late Friday 15 May  

(iii) As at Saturday evening 16 May 

(iv) As at Tuesday afternoon 19 May before OGFC Committee Meeting (by Zoom) 
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(v) As at Tuesday evening 19 May after Committee Meeting. 

(vi) As at Wednesday evening 20 May 

 

* The Almost Current Situation  As at Friday evening 22 May 

* Some more 100-game players 

* Show us the Money: the payment (and non-payment) of player subscriptions over the 

years 

*  Is it Jo or Joe? 

* Beware emails from President.k74@gmail.com 

* “Friday Flashback” and “Where are they now? Wednesdays” 

* Disqualified from Involvement? 

* Is Lemon becoming an attention-seeking, narcissistic, self-centred, egomaniac? 

==================================================================================================== 

 

As usual, photos from all over the place to 

break up the text.  

(If someone has their text broken up there is 

no offence intended.) 

 

 

 

The Road Towards the Almost Current Situation. 

Before we start, a Glossary of Abbreviations  

BFLD = Before Lockdown      SIO = Social Isolation or Self Isolation 

AFL = Australian Football League            

AFL Victoria or AFL Vic  = Australian Football League Victoria (I still struggle with that one) 

VAFA = Victorian Amateur Football Association        CV = Cricket Victoria 

RTT = Return to Training           RTP = Return to Playing          

SRV = Sport & Recreation Victoria    AIS = Australian Institute of Sport        

LGA  = Local Government Authority      SIIK = Stuffed If I Know (I decided not to use a stronger 

version.) 

mailto:President.k74@gmail.com
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(1) As at mid-day Friday 15 May. Quite frankly, I haven’t got a clue. Things seem to change 

on an hourly basis, with the pronouncements and bulletins and epistles and edicts from 

varying levels of government and various associations and leagues and competitions and 

organisations and news outlets (real or fake) and spokespersons and experts, and others who 

wouldn’t have a clue, and people pontificating about something which they have just 

described as “unprecedented”.  

I have decided to concentrate on musing on other easier subjects such “What is the meaning 

of life?” and the variations of the laws affecting quantum and particle physics. 

(What does seem apparent is that people are now allowed to congregate, outside, in groups 

of up to ten of their own volition for the purpose of getting informal physical exercise whilst 

keeping social distancing, but formal training by clubs is still not permitted.) 

   
 Before there’s a complaint: Photos in February. BFLD and SIO 

(2) As at later Friday 15 May  (Following a memo passed on to me relating to the day before, 

which not surprisingly was Thursday May 14, 2020) 

“The VAFA Board met recently and below is provided by way of an update: 

• AFL Insurance – there has been no further advice to come from the AFL or AFL Victoria. 

• Clubs are advised to factor in insurance costs for the Directors & Officers as well as Asset 

Protect (Public Liability) components for the 2020 season; the Player Accident component is 

still to be confirmed and will be based upon the number of games to be played should a 

season proceed. 

Hanging on the Coach’s every word. 2009 

“Wow. Really.  Mr. Tim Hope-Johnstone, that’s amazing.” 

Rob Officer soaks up undoubted wisdom being imparted and divulged.  
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• Clubs are advised to factor in some form of insurance costs for the 2020 season in their 

current budgeting. 

                                            2004  

Football & Umpiring 

• If a season proceeds clubs will be levied umpire fees on a “user pays” system. 

Season 2020 

• Return to Training (RTT) protocols have been drafted by AFL Victoria and are with Sport & 

Recreation Victoria (SRV). 

• No official club training can take place until official advice is received from the VAFA; the 

risk associated with commencing formal training without first receiving VAFA advice could 

place any injuries received during this period as unclaimable. 

• A number of scenarios are being considered if there is a partial season. 

1. (9) games for men and (7) for women based upon a half season model with finals. 

2. A participation model whereby we maximise the number of weeks available for play. 

Associated Factors – under review 

#  Consideration of finals modelling has a major emphasis on the costs associated. 

 

 

 

We don’t think 

they marked it – 

Como 2015 and 

2017 
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# Consideration of not playing finals and awarding the premiership to the team finishing on 

top of the respective division ladders. 

# Relegation and Promotion system when applied to all of 

the above scenarios. 

# A Return to Play (RTP) date is also a moving target with 

the unknown factor of whether Cricket Victoria (CV) will 

release October for AFL and hence a season extension; the 

extension of October becoming available in 2020 and the 

impact that cricket requesting part of April 2021 to 

complete their seasons is a major decision. 

# The RTT and RTP protocols before SRV also need to be 

evaluated and the burden on club volunteers considered, 

there will be a number of non-negotiable requirements 

needed to be met by clubs before they can a) return to train 

and b) return to play.                                                                                      

1980: John Butcher became the first of only two-ever OGS players to kick 100 goals in a season. 

====================== 

(3) Saturday 16 May – evening email from The Real* James Wright (*see later item on Spams 

and Scams) 

“Hope you all enjoyed some of today’s sunshine. To cap off the day – please find below a 

message from Football Vic. I have spoken to the VAFA and we can operate under these rules:  

AFL Victoria has released a statement announcing their ‘return to play roadmap’ for 

community football. As per the statement, return to training protocols will be released early 

next week, with the state body pushing for return to club sanctioned training from Monday 

25 May.” 

Photo after final Round 1984 

or 1985. 

At the risk of being accused of 

throwing boulders in 

glasshouses myself, I think 

that these days (2020) 

current committeeman 

Dougal Morrison (centre 

front) might be a bit above his 

playing weight. 

And OGS had three brothers 

playing in the side, Tim, Paul 

and Simon Hunter. 
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“To our AFL Victoria Football Community, 

This week we saw the announcement from the elite game of its planned road map to Return 

to Play. We are now in a position to be able to share more definitive plans in terms of what 

this means for community football in Victoria. 

Returning to play in a safe, hygienic and controlled manner is paramount to the AFL. The 

safety and wellbeing of our participants is our number one priority. As such, our return to play 

strategy has been focused on ensuring we have the clear endorsement of State Government 

and public health officials at every phase of return. 

Each State Government is responsible for determining what 

level Australian football is in their State and approving when 

we can transition into the next stage. 

Following Victorian Government advice around the return of 

community sport this week, AFL Victoria will release its return 

to train protocols early next week and is endorsing a return 

to club sanctioned training from Monday, May 25. 

This timing will provide the opportunity to communicate our 

protocols with Leagues and allow volunteers and clubs time 

to digest the protocols, go through an education period and 

prepare themselves ahead of returning to club sanctioned 

training. 

In summary, the return to train protocols for community 

football in Victoria will enable: 

- Training to resume in groups of up to 10 people. The group of 10 does not include a coach 

or the minimum number of support staff who are reasonably required to manage the activity. 

- Two groups of 10 can utilise the same oval provided they do not operate closely together, 

and the oval is split into two zones. 

We will continue to work with the State Government to ensure alignment with their advice, 

and in the event of further easing of restrictions, we hope to be able to return to full training 

and competition later in the year, with hygiene and safety protocols firmly in place. 

Our primary focus is preparing to return to train in a safe environment in a well prepared and 

educated manner. In order for this return to play to be successful, and in line with 

Government advice, it is essential that clubs and individuals work within the timelines and 

protocols and do not move ahead of the level and restrictions in place. 

In addition, an important part of this return to play process is the requirement of each Club 

to appoint a COVID Safety Officer that is responsible for ensuring these protocols are adhered 

to and participants can return to a prepared and safe environment. 
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We strongly recommend all participants immediately download the COVID-SAFE App, to 

ensure we can quickly trace and manage any outbreaks in the community. We all have an 

important role to play in ensuring that not only football returns, but that Australia returns 

safely towards a normal way of life. 

We understand this announcement will raise 

many questions for Club officials, players, 

parents/guardians and volunteers. 

As such, the AFL has prepared a set of FAQs 

that hopefully address most of these 

questions. We will continue to update these as 

the situation progresses and our return to 

train protocols are released. We will also be 

providing a suite of educational resources and 

COVID safety posters that can be downloaded 

Swan Lake Act III. Scene IV                               from www.afl.com.au/clubhelp. 

Thank you for your patience and understanding, and we look forward with cautious optimism 

towards returning to training as a first step.” 

(4) Tuesday 19 May afternoon before OGFC committee meeting that evening 

“The Victorian Amateur Football Association would like to issue the following statement 
regarding the coronavirus (COVID-19) Return to Train (RTT) and Return to Play (RTP) 
protocols. 

Today AFL Victoria Return to Training (RTT) protocols were released, please find 
these HERE for your reference. It is important to note that when, or if, a club resumes training 
is at the discretion of the VAFA and Club. 

Please note the VAFA will advise further in relation to when clubs can Return to Train based 
upon the protocols outlined. 

The RTT protocols are 
specifically related to the 
return to training for small 
groups – Phase A. Further 
Phases to follow (B – 
training for large groups) & 
(C – Return to Play) – will 
be advised in due course to 
assist with planning. 

 

https://www.vafa.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/RTT-phase-1-protocols-FINAL.pdf
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The attached protocols are based on the AIS Framework for Rebooting Sport 

(https://ais.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf_file/0008/730376/35845_AIS-Framework-for-
rebooting-sport_FA.pdf) and Victoria State Government guidelines around the resumption 
of sport and recreation activities (https://sport.vic.gov.au/our-work/return-to-
play/resumption-of-sport-and-recreation-activities). 

The Toyota AFL Club Help website https://www.afl.com.au/clubhelp will also host a range of 
resources to support clubs to implement and work within the protocols. These include: 

1. Return to Play checklist 
2. Return to Play education posters 
3. FAQs 
4. Club training attendance register 
5. Register of trained officials 

Below is a link to the online training each club is required to complete, which takes around 
15 minutes to complete (refer RTT protocols for further information). 

https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-control-training 

It is important for clubs to note that while May 25 is the date that club sanctioned training 
can resume within the scope of the protocols (as advised by AFL Victoria) The VAFA is yet to 
advise clubs of the date which they can resume training. 

https://ais.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/730376/35845_AIS-Framework-for-rebooting-sport_FA.pdf
https://ais.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/730376/35845_AIS-Framework-for-rebooting-sport_FA.pdf
https://sport.vic.gov.au/our-work/return-to-play/resumption-of-sport-and-recreation-activities
https://sport.vic.gov.au/our-work/return-to-play/resumption-of-sport-and-recreation-activities
https://www.afl.com.au/clubhelp
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-control-training
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All VAFA Clubs must meet ALL protocols before returning to train – any breach can jeopardise 
the return to training and playing of community football for everyone. 

VAFA Clubs are also urged strongly to 
liaise with your LGA, School, University or 
other appropriate authority who grants 
access to the respective club training 
venue/facilities in relation to returning to 
training.” 

(5) Evening after Committee Meeting 19 
May. Sorry, head still spinning. I have 
nothing to report. SIIK. 

(6) Wednesday 20 May  

(Some of this item reinforces what had been sent in the prior item (4) and is not repeated 

again here.)   

“The VAFA Board met yesterday afternoon and determined that VAFA clubs can return to 

training for small groups only. (As per the AFL Vic RTT – Phase A protocols) as of June 1, 2020. 

In determining the June 1 RTT date the VAFA took into consideration a number of factors: 

• Provide adequate time for clubs to prepare for the RTT 

• Provide the VAFA time to administer requirements 

• The VAFA had been operating on the original AFL Vic RTT date of May 31 

• June 1 will allow adequate time for clubs to liaise with schools, universities and councils 

regarding venue access 

• With no RTP date yet advised by AFL 

Vic, there is no urgency to RTT 

For VAFA Clubs to RTT – Phase A they 

must satisfy the protocols outlined in the 

AFL Vic protocols document. Amongst 

the requirements each VAFA Club must: 

• Complete the online training which 

takes around 15 minutes to complete 

(refer RTT protocols for further information)  

https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covid-19-infection-control-training 

• Submit the completed certification to the VAFA  

• Advise the VAFA which person(s) will be acting as COVID-19 Safety Officers  
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These RTT protocols are specifically related to the return to training for small groups – Phase 

A. Further Phases (B–training for large groups) & (C – Return to Play) will be advised in due 

course, once AFL Vic provides these to the VAFA. 

The VAFA also stress the importance of acknowledging club volunteers who fall into the high-

risk category in relation to COVID-19 and request VAFA Clubs consider these volunteers when 

advising and settling on COVID-19 Safety Officer roles. 

Please also note that clubs are not compelled to RTT, that decision is solely for the individual 

VAFA Club. 

Any reported breaches will be treated seriously by the VAFA.” 

==================================================================================================== 

The nearly current situation  

Friday evening 22 May   -  OGFC internal committee communication 

“I think we need to increase the communication to the players/supporters/sponsors leading 

into the RTT on June 1 and be as transparent as we can with the changes and protocols we’re 

going to have to adhere to. Also important that we are able to answer any 

questions or concerns of players/coaches etc ahead of time. 

We should schedule a whole club Zoom meeting 

next Thursday May 28 (open to anyone on our 

database) where we can update as to our 

preparations, both logistically and financially and 

how we are going to run training under the new 

rules. Send out an agenda across the platforms 

ahead of time so people are aware of the topics covered and keep it on track.” 

=========================================================================== 

100 Games and More (cont.: Episode 2. Episode 1 can be found in Edition 4 of the Lines.)  

1964 (100 Games) and 1970 (200 games) 

Cam MacMillan   The first player in the history of the Club to reach the 200 mark. 

            200th game 
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1964: Leading goal-kicker VAFA E Section for the year, with 69 goals 

Member 1966 Reserves Premiership side 

Captain/Coach Reserves 1969 (left) 

President 1973, 1974, 1975                     

2011 (And a gifted mathematician: working the very 

temporary scoreboard 

on the side of one of 

the portable change 

rooms at Como on 23 

July 2011: more about 

all that in the next 

edition) 

         Cam finished up playing 226 games for the Club. 

1966 

Bruce Osboldstone 

Right: Photo at training. 

Bruce was a member of the Firsts’ Premiership side of 

that same year, and was on the Committee in 1965, 67, 

68. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And second from left, Como above, 1974. Along with 

(the front of) Peter Scott, Barry Laws, Richard Hobday 

and Peter Godfrey, just. 

The fifth member of the Club to reach the 100 mark, Bruce went on to play 131 games. 
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1966 

Tony Poolman 

Breaking through the mega-banner (photo 

right) for the Firsts’ Grand Final 1966. The 

“after” game shot (front centre, below) is 

somewhat clearer.                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

Tony played 113 games for the Club, and won the VAFA’s D Section Best 

& Fairest in the same year, the first OGGFC player to win a Section Best & 

Fairest. 

==================================================================================================== 

Show us the Money: the payment (and non-payment) of player subscriptions down 

some of the years 

Whilst researching the previous item in relation to Tony Poolman as a 100-game player for 

the Club we came across the following item and comments from the Year History of 1968:    

From minutes of Committee Meeting, 4 March 

“Discussion re subscriptions and other debts. 

Treasurer Poolman suggested that as a general policy 

all debts from last year be paid before a player can 

play in 1968, and that a date be set for payment of 

subs by players in 1968, after which they would be 

ineligible for selection until payment was received.”   

Plus a comment from when the 1968 Year History was 

written about 45 years later.  

“The payment or non-payment of subscriptions is a subject, a less-than-golden thread, which 

seems to run right through just about every year of the Club’s existence. Endless threats of 

non-selection after a certain date seem to have been followed by an equally endless failure to 

act. At least these days with electronic transfers between clubs now the norm, our Club can 
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refuse to grant such a transfer for a player still owing any outstanding moneys to the Club if 

the opportunity arises.) 

From just a few seasons for which Year Histories have been written, minutes of Committee: 

End of 1965:  Subscriptions: Letter to be sent to all those who have not paid. 

1966: “Subscriptions Received to date: 194.  Way below last year.  

J. McInnes to make a Black List for publication in the Club rooms.” 

(Treasurer John McInnes, seated and partially obscured, left; it seems we will do 

just about anything to break up the text.) 

1967: Very few subscriptions had been received to date. 

“The Committee are quite concerned with the (low) numbers who 

remained financial last year, and the Treasurer is requested to take 

positive action this year to collect subscriptions from active players 

and supporters.” 

1968: Although $270 is being held in subs, “many financial members are not players, and 

some players are not financial members.” 

1969: (referring back to 1968)   

* Expenditure for 1968 had exceeded income by $400 and the Club’s finances were not good. 

Strict enforcement of collection of subscriptions would be necessary next season. “The main 

problem was that in the past income had been listed as “cash expected” and “cash received”. 

The “cash expected” listing had been weak because money owing is not always received in a 

club of this nature. (Editorial comment:  OMG) 

It seems highly ironic that in 2020 the collection of player subs was on track to be the best 

ever. The efficiency with which the Club operated to secure deposits from virtually all players 

was quite unprecedented (there’s that bloody word again), and quite a number had paid full 

amounts by early March.  Balances were then to be paid Round 1, but then along came the 

lockdowns & co. 

================================================================================== 

Jo or Joe? 

We have a number of people who feature on a fairly regular basis in these notes and whose 

names are J. Breadmore, J. Cantor, J. Kemp and J. Griffith, whilst last year J. Couch was 

another problem. They all have one thing in common, that their given name is or can be 

abbreviated to Jo or Joe. And whichever one it is, I invariably and inevitably pick the wrong 

one. Thereby invoking The Wrath of Khan. 

Last year I said that Cathie Kemp was iridescent with rage when I had named Joe Kemp as Jo 

Kemp in one of these notes; what I meant to say was incandescent. This year I made the same 

error, calling Joe, Jo in Edition 4, and both descriptions would now apply. 
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So, and with another grovelling apology, before, during and after, I hopefully set the record 

straight. 

J. Breadmore                  =  Jo Breadmore                 = Jonathon Breadmore 

 

 

 

 

 

J. Cantor             = Jo Cantor                = Jonathon Cantor 

 

 

 

 

  

J. Couch            = Joe Couch   = Joseph Couch 

  

J. Griffith       = Joe Griffith   = Joseph Griffith 
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J. Kemp    = Joe Kemp                             =  Joseph Kemp 

    

==================================================================================================== 

Scam and Spam: Beware Emails from President.k74@gmail.com 

For a number of years while he was President, I received occasional emails from the above 

address purporting to come from James Wright. <James Wright>President.k74@gmail.com 

They were along the lines “Was I there?” “He needed me to do an urgent job for him” and he 

“needed me to pay an urgent account for him and he would reimburse me in the next few 

days”. And telling me I needed to reply immediately. 

Fortunately, smelling a rat the size of an elephant, I never did. 

But now similar garbage has started coming in from <Simon Bones>President.k74@gmail.com  

 

 

In real life, both people are pillars of society.  

 

Please, if you receive an email from someone 

purporting to hold High Office with the Club, 

think very seriously before replying it. 

 

 

 

 

==================================================================================================== 

As this publication seeks to have relevance to older past players and supporters as much as 

the present playing group, I would like to point out the section which was included with the 

email which went out with the last edition of these notes on 5 May. (Lew Officer, I apologise 

for the apostrophes - they had nothing to do with me.) 

mailto:President.k74@gmail.com
mailto:President.k74@gmail.com
mailto:President.k74@gmail.com
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            “Friday Flashback” and “Where are they now? Wednesdays” 

 

As our social media followers would have noticed, we have been more active in recent times.  With 

little to report on from a football perspective we are bringing new weekly segments to the fore 

including "Member Monday's", "Wednesday’s where are they now?", "Trickshot Thursday's" and 

"Flashback Friday's": 

 

 

If you already have a facebook/instagram account, click on the icons below to follow us: 

 

https://oldgeelong.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=59999a25c95932ab958a28a14&id=7f1cd9306c&e=98db4945a7
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=========================================================================== 

I am aware that few of our older past players access the Club’s Facebook page, but we strongly 

suggest you do. Unlike Lemon’s Lines which is/are struggling to appear even fortnightly, 

there’s been some great stuff going up on Facebook almost daily over the past few weeks as 

the Club still seeks to strongly connect with its general membership. Great initiative by Jim 

Legoe and others to get this underway. 

My pick of the lot would be the short video taken at 4.23pm on Thursday May 7. 

How good is @timhosking aka Tiprat’s trick shot? #notbhed 

Mind you, he might have been there from dawn to dusk for the previous three weeks. 

========================================================= 

And a big thank you to the people who put in some nice comments about me: I shall buy you 

a beer or a soft drink (indeed two, Andy Leahy) at Como when next the opportunity arises.  

Andrew Leahy 
My favourite OGs moment was holding 
the 2016 premiership cup alongside 
Slicer in front of teammates and the Ogs 
community. What a legend and great 
all-round person. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Which rapidly brings us to………. 
========================================================================================== 
 

Is Lemon becoming an attention-seeking, narcissistic, self-

centred, publicity-obsessed, insufferable ego-maniac? 

There were also a couple of really nice emails which came in after the 
previous edition of these Lines, one from Rupert Kemp (he did not 

complain that I’d spelt his brother’s name incorrectly in Edition 4) and another from past 
player Rick Whalley in Sydney.  
 
Given what I’ve just put in from Andy Leahy above, I think I should at least hold those two 
emails over until at least the next Edition! Or even next year. 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/notbhed?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXR_XNfuVCGSJYsWJ5coLu7zVYU-C4S4R04f2yHYqx_MlzvLKNQEWjDQXGHp4acRbeGiIJJVTejhRDtOCwK2YSnmkWJt18KjgQShjvUfQxYBk23Kvetj7saJjkllIcFC3ARxJ-U-MaPnPr3hkRjGCqzxHyErTokG3Y9S8l8IcMNbCNgtQxjHTQ3eKlaOpx4xSA&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/andrew.leahy.549?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDozMjM1MjM5MDMzMTU1OTE2XzMyNDAxOTU5NzkzMjY4ODg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXBPnpNSFw8930qUdRegmdlyfJHTzyj4woqQa_xXjlkY3XkQ2XT0RK64X3hER1vzBB7suKRREUhgjjIztooIHzI0JwEHt0b7cg6_28W4Vo_L29yCbQWywaFlmKRhzF41m8mGJE3j1SlZGyb9-CXwNd1rROrPL0NYTkxAXM4j8PUYg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://oldgeelong.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=59999a25c95932ab958a28a14&id=d943a5fed0&e=98db4945a7
https://oldgeelong.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=59999a25c95932ab958a28a14&id=0cb80e4c0f&e=98db4945a7
https://oldgeelong.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=59999a25c95932ab958a28a14&id=e53e857c69&e=98db4945a7
https://oldgeelong.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=59999a25c95932ab958a28a14&id=002976a414&e=98db4945a7
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10159779799758135&set=p.10159779799758135&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXBPnpNSFw8930qUdRegmdlyfJHTzyj4woqQa_xXjlkY3XkQ2XT0RK64X3hER1vzBB7suKRREUhgjjIztooIHzI0JwEHt0b7cg6_28W4Vo_L29yCbQWywaFlmKRhzF41m8mGJE3j1SlZGyb9-CXwNd1rROrPL0NYTkxAXM4j8PUYg&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://oldgeelong.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=59999a25c95932ab958a28a14&id=ae8ac9a93f&e=98db4945a7
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Of Training in Less-Than-Splendid Social Isolation   
 
 
We’ve been supplied with a number of photos etc., taken 
by players over the past few weeks. In fact, we’ve been 
supplied with a lot. Indeed about 736, which is rather 
more than I need. Whilst I might again be accused of 
throwing boulders in glass houses, the standard of many 
was perhaps not all that great, and only a few are 
published here. 
 
Sam Anderson, please explain.  
 
Max. Elevation 51 ft 
 
Elevation Gain  63 ft 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
It all looks fairly socially isolated and distanced here.  
 
Wherever “here” is. 
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        Transcendental? Above and below… 

                   a passing resemblance? 

     . 
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* Disqualified from Involvement? 

 “The VAFA also stresses the importance of acknowledging club 

volunteers who fall into the high-risk category in relation to COVID-

19 ………” 

Oh dear. 

================================================================================== 

In conclusion 

By the time these notes are published, there will probably have been many more 

developments. 

In the context of football, I salute those on the Committee, and the VAFA, and the Council, 

and a hell of a lot of others who have had to deal with the endless uncertainty whilst wading 

through the quicksands of change. 

* Do not forget to tune into the Communication Session on Thursday 

evening 28 May. Most people will be using Zoom.  

* Communications with Lemon’s Lines can be made via 

lemmododo@gmail.com 

 

I shall endeavour to produce another set of these Lines next week. 

     

  LL Ed 5 Version 76. 26/5/20  17:09 

 

 

mailto:lemmododo@gmail.com

